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General  
The Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters hosts the TOPS Piano and Creative Writing 
Camp each summer. This policy statement is intended to provide guidance to those involved in 
the camp. For purpose of definition, this policy covers the following summer program: 

Those which include minor child participants under the age of nineteen (19) years who are 
at the Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters for an instructional program involving 
use of key facilities such as college buildings, equipment and FAU’s Aquatics Center. 

Guiding Philosophy  
The intent of the Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters is to encourage the use of its 
facilities, on a space available basis, for TOPS Piano and Creative Writing Camp. Though such 
programs should not take precedence over programs designed for enrolled students, there are 
numerous significant reasons why the summer camp program is to be encouraged by the 
college and its employees. The TOPS Piano and Creative Writing Camp provides the following 
benefits for the college and University:  

• The camp attracts many young professionals to the university, and from the university, 
many of whom will be highly qualified for future employment at the university;  

• Impressions gained by young people as a result of the camp can have a significant 
impact on their choice of college;  

• Facilities which would otherwise be relatively idle during summer months can be used 
in support of the camp that are available to the public; 

• The camp provides an excellent opportunity to acquaint individuals with the college 
and university in a short period of time;  

• Outreach efforts (particularly those aimed at youth), and faculty involvement in same, 
can be promoted, and  

• The reputation of the college and university is enhanced by and effective camp 

Special Care 
TOPS Piano and Creative Writing Camp attracts youth under the age of 19 to campus. The level 
of care and supervision appropriate for an enrolled student at the University is not necessarily 
the same as that which is appropriate for a summer camp participant, even though the oldest 
camp participants are sometimes older than the youngest of our enrolled students. So, it is 
essential that campers be overseen in a fashion that is appropriate and intended to keep them 
healthy and safe while visiting the college and university. Thus, TOPS Piano and Creative Writing 
Camp and its employees will provide a safe environment for the campers. 
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Provisions 
By the fall semester, after the completion of camp, the camp’s office administrator and Director 
are expected to: 

1- Update camp website for next summer 
2- Reconcile camp budget 
3- Reconcile any paperwork related to the camp 

By the spring semester, the camp’s office administrator and Director are expected to: 

1- Work on advertisement (flyers, social media and so on) 
2- Purchase camp insurance, if necessary 
3- Pool rental and lifeguards 
4- T-shirts 
5- Purchase supplies (folders, pens, music, and so on) 
6- Staff and Volunteers (hiring, internships and etc.) 
7- Room Reservations 

Appropriate Camp Environment  
In order to provide a reasonably safe environment for campers in the camp, the Director will 
ensure that certain precautions are taken. All campus rules and regulations are in effect. Other 
precautions that are considered are:  

Qualified Counselors/Staff  

The college and university are committed to ensuring the safety and well-being of minors who 
are entrusted to our care and campus, therefore: 

• Background checks will be completed for all staff that will be directly involved with 
children and; 

• Training will be provided so that staff members are qualified to direct the activities 
scheduled and other  

Personnel Standards 
Responsibilities of the Director 

Reports to: Artistic Director 

Qualifications: 

Program director/owner/operator must have at least two prior years of administrative or 
supervisory experience in the type of Pre-Collegiate program he/she is responsible for directing, 
OR five years of academic experience or content area expertise in the responsible program. The 
program director/owner/operator must also hold a bachelor’s degree or appropriate 
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professional certification related to the responsible program. (Supporting documentation must 
be submitted to PcPO with program application.) All program directors/owners/operators must 
complete and pass a level 2 background check pursuant to Florida State Law. 

The Camp Director will:  

1. Will be responsible for reviewing and understanding Pre-Collegiate Programs Policy 3.1. 
2. Provide volunteers and staff for the camp (preferably at a ratio no smaller than one 

counselor/staff member to 15 campers); assign a Health Office (nurse or non-medial 
designee); 

3. Inspect camp facilities immediately prior to and after the camp session; 
4. Advise participants of appropriate check-in and check-out procedures including charges 

for damages and lost keys and authorized entry into rooms;  
5. Must provide a training program for all program staff. The training program must be in 

writing, and the Director must review the training program on an annual basis and, 
make any appropriate updates. Program Directors are responsible for providing 
documentation that each program staff member has been trained on the following basic 
topics: 

• ST-1A: Recognition, prevention and reporting of child abuse (in accordance with 
applicable law and FAU’s Child Abuse & Neglect Reporting Requirements); 

• ST-1B: Recognition and Reporting pursuant to Title IX; and 
• ST-1C: Emergency procedures and the role of program staff and/or visitors in 

implementation. 

6. Maintain discipline of all camp participants; including staff and visitors;  

7. Collect and have readily available medical release and consent forms for all participants. 
Forms should contain emergency contact, phone number and known medical conditions; and 

8. Other duties related to the camp 

Responsibilities of the Staff 

Report To: Director  

Teacher Qualifications: 

• BA, MA or PhD 

• Completed paperwork. 

• Must be 18 years of age. 

• Must be able to demonstrate ability to work cooperatively with other camp staff in 
handling a variety of situations. 

• Possess the desire and ability to relate to people from a variety of backgrounds, 
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especially youth 5-18 years of age. 

• Have some experience working with an organized youth program. 

• Possess a flexible and adaptable attitude with a good sense of humor and a concern, 
and understanding, and enjoyment of young people. 

Position Responsibilities: 

The camp teacher is responsible for conducting an educational camping program for youth. 
Efforts are directed toward personal development emphasizing clear and creative thinking, good 
health habits, responsibility to others, establishing a basic set of values and goals. Teaching 
involves listening, sharing, guiding, and advising campers. Teachers need to assist campers to 
adjust to new situations, give encouragement, and care about each camper as an individual. In 
addition to: 

• Providing participants with a safe and secure environment both physically and 
emotionally where they can participate in educational, recreational, and 
social experiences. 

• Offering opportunities to understand and appreciate cultural diversity and tolerance for 
others. 

• Promoting appreciation for the natural environment and teach environmental 
stewardship. 

• Teaching campers positive personal life skills and values, including, 
but not limited to: Fairness, Caring, Citizenship, Trustworthiness, 
Respect, and Responsibility. 

• Providing opportunities for participants to learn and practice leadership, decision making, 
and teamwork through group activities. 

• Fostering the development of positive relationships between youth and 
adults, who serve as positive role models, teachers, and mentors. 

• Teachers may be asked to assume additional responsibilities during the course 
of the camp which s/he may accept or decline. 

• Assist with organized educational, recreation, or creative arts activities, including, but not 
limited to: music, meditations, teaching/aiding classes and other activities and classes. 

• Assume the responsibility for one or more of, but not limited to, other areas 
where needs arise. 

• Work cooperatively with the camp director, counselors, other teachers and staff. 

• Exercise mature and professional judgment in assuming responsibility for and working 
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with youth. 

• Follow the direction of Camp Director who is supervising/directing TOPS Piano and 
Creative Writing Camp. 

• Perform various duties while maintaining a positive attitude. 

• Ensure the safety of campers during all camp activities. 

• Complete and submit all required and completed paperwork before camp 
start.  

• Follow all guidelines and policies. 

Expectations: 

• Participate in training, orientation, planning meetings and/or other preparation as 
deemed appropriate by the Camp Director 

• Attend daily staff meetings to communicate needs and concerns, sign up for duties and 
support roles, and to provide other feedback regarding the program 

• Participate or assist in supervising programs to help ensure that all campers have a 
positive camp experience 

• Clothing will be appropriate. No clothing advertising drugs, alcohol, or inappropriate 
subjects or behavior will be allowed. 

• No alcoholic beverages are allowed. Being under the influence or in possession of 
alcohol is grounds for immediate dismissal. 

• No drugs are allowed, except those being administered under doctors’ orders by the camp 
nurse. 

• Tobacco use is not permitted on campus. Tobacco use is never permitted in front of 
campers. 

• Staff may never touch a camper in an effort to discipline, restrain or punish. Behavior 
problems need to be brought to the attention of the Camp Director. 

• NO ONE has the right to physically, mentally, verbally or otherwise abuse any child. 

• NO ONE has the right to make any child do any physical exercises of any type as 
punishment. This includes push-ups., sit-ups, running, etc. The health and wellbeing 
of every camper is of primary concern. 

• NO ONE has the right to attack or put-down others by using words, name calling, 
profanity or other demeaning statements. Caution and calm language must be used 
when addressing campers and staff. 
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• Any and all problems or disagreements with facility staff should be brought to the 
attention of the Camp Director. Do not confront facility staff personally, unless the 
immediate safety of campers is at risk. 

• Camp Staff are to avoid situations which put them alone with a camper 

• Staff who have related children at camp are asked to NOT assign themselves to the related 
child’s group unless the child has a disability that requires assistance. 

• Staff with related children as campers are asked not to give special preference, perks or 
other special attention to their child while at camp. 

• Caution must be exercised in displaying affection toward a camper. Certain physical 
contact may be perceived as sexual or abusive. 

• Fraternization and/or relationships with individual campers, staff or volunteers which is 
inappropriate or reduces the effectiveness of the staff, or that which discriminates 
against and/or offends campers, staff, agents, volunteers, or others is grounds for 
dismissal. 

• Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical 
conduct of a sexual nature constitutes sexual harassment and will be dealt with 
according to Florida Atlantic University policy. 

• Camp staff will act in a professional manner and control emotions when problems arise. 
Staff will openly and honestly discuss problems with relevant parties to seek a solution 
which is in the best interest of the TOPS Piano and Creative Writing Camp and of 
themselves. 

• Volunteers should not discuss any sensitive issues with or in the presence of other staff or 
campers. 

• Pranks, practical jokes and other behaviors which take advantage of or make fun of others 
have no place in camp. Seemingly “harmless” activities can easily escalate into 
inappropriate harassment or bullying behavior or even more dangerous activities. 

• Teachers agree not to loan, transfer, give possession for misuse, modify or alter his/her 
assigned keys. In addition to not causing, allowing or contributing to the making of any 
unauthorized copies of the above keys. It is the teacher’s responsibility to return all keys 
issued to him/her to the Camp Director on my last day of camp. Violation of this 
agreement or loss of the keys designated above due to his/her negligence, may render 
him/her responsible for the expenses of a rekey for the affected areas at a cost of $250.00. 
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Responsibilities of the Volunteers 

Report To: Director 

Minimum Qualifications: 

• Desire and ability to work with children in a camp setting 
• Strength and endurance required to maintain consistent supervision of campers  
• Ability to be a positive member of a team and to accept supervision and guidance 
• Good character, enthusiasm, patience, self-control, integrity and adaptability 
• Visual and auditory ability to identify and respond to environmental or other hazards 

related to camp activities 

Duties: 

• Assist Camp Director 
• Set a good example for your campers 
• Commit to an entire week of volunteering at TOPS Piano and Creative Writing summer 

camp 
• Assist in programs where campers are present to help create a safe and fun 

environment 
• Provide leadership and participate in camp activities, sharing enthusiasm for each activity 
• Work with unit heads, program directors or other staff to meet the needs of the campers 
• Encouraging respect for personal property, camp equipment and facilities 
• Committing to and upholding all camp rules 
• Ability to assist campers in emergencies 
• Perform other duties as assigned 

Expectations: 

• Complete annual application and confidentiality statement 
• Pass annual background check 
• Attend mandatory Summer Camp Orientation  
• Responsibility of knowing and adhering to the policies and the volunteer job description of the camp 

Parent Awareness  
•   Parents are aware of the type of activities in which their child may participate; 

•   Known risks associated with each activity are clearly explained to parents; 

•   Safety instructions are available and easily understood; and  

•   Waivers are signed by all participants (or parents when participants are under the age of   
18) 
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o Permission to treat waiver 
o Permission to administer waiver 
o Release Waiver  
o Photography and Publicity Release Form 

See Appendix A for all waivers. 

Participant Guidelines  

•    Campers are placed in the correct skill level for the activities scheduled  

Participant Safety 

• The overall program staff to participant ratio must 1:10. 

•   Water related activities have certified lifeguards;  

•    Safety equipment is inspected prior to and during camp for safe conditions;  

•    Procedures for releasing children from camp are regularly followed  

Disciplinary Procedures  

The Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters is committed to the idea that each camper 
should have a positive and enjoyable experience at summer camp, and the misbehavior of one 
camper, or a group of campers, is not allowed to impact negatively on the experience of others. 
Most camps are short in duration, so prompt action is required. Staff, parents and campers are 
made aware of the disciplinary policy: 

1. If a disciplinary action is required, it will be brought immediately to the attention of the 
Director. 

2. The Director will have a discussion with the camper(s) and all other parties involved and 
contact the parent regarding situation.  If necessary, the Director will have a discussion 
with the parent at the end of camp day.  

Security and Safety Procedures 

The most important responsibility of TOPS is the safety of campers, volunteers and staff. The 
following safety standards and practices are important in maintaining a safe environment and 
program. 

Check in and Check Out Procedures 

• Attendance will be taken in the morning and at strategic times throughout the camp day 
to ensure that all campers are properly accounted for. The attendance sheet is a legal 
document and should only have the appropriate check marks or A for absent in the 
boxes. All Campers must be registered for the camp to attend.  
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• At the end of day, the Director will check out each camper via the attendance sheet. The 
Director will specifically communicate with each parent/guardian after camp ends 
marking the attendance sheet; releasing each camper to their parent/guardian. 

Safety Plan for General Onsite 

• Every day camp must be in compliance with all local fire and safety code requirements, 
as prescribed by State and County regulations including having an evacuation plan 
posted. 

• To provide an early alert to fire, fire alarms are located in all facilities and Camp 
Directors must be aware of their locations in the event of an emergency. An emergency 
evacuation drill will be conducted on the first day of each session.  

• Facilities are inspected prior to and during the camp for safe conditions; inspections will 
occur in the morning and the afternoon each day for optimum safety. This inspection 
includes checking to see that soap and toilet paper are available in all bathroom 
facilities.  

• Equipment is kept in safe condition and suitable for intended use.  
• The Director signs in the camper when they drop them off at camp, physically delivers 

them to a parent at the end of camp. 
• Campers are supervised by staff at all onsite activities.  
• At least have one staff member certified by a national organization in cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation (CPR) and First Aid must be on duty at all times during onsite activities; 
protective gloves will be used when providing first aid care to avoid the possibility of 
contamination.  

• Confidential health information and emergency contact records will be maintained on 
site for all campers, staff, and volunteers. In addition, the designated Health Officer (a 
nurse or non-medical designee) will be responsible for maintaining camper’s medication 
in a locked and secure location.  

• A phone (i.e., either a land line or a cell phone) will be available for use in the event of 
an emergency. 

• To minimize risks that might result in injury, every safety precaution will be taken when 
implementing an activity including giving verbal instructions and precautions, having 
staff keep alert for potential hazards, and having a First Aid kit on site.  

Emergency Safety Plan for Injury or Acute Illness 
 In the event of an emergency involving an injury or acute illness, the Camp Director will:  

•  In emergency situations, call 911 to summon emergency personnel and 
parent/guardian 

•  In non-emergency situations, call the parent/guardian 
•  Isolate the scene to prevent further injury or illness 
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•  Have a staff person accompany the child to the hospital and stay until the parent 
arrives 

•  Prepare a written report immediately but no later than 24 hours following the 
occurrence 

Incident Reports 

Reports must be completed immediately and submitted to the Director no later than 24 hours 
following the occurrence. 

Risk Management (http://www.fau.edu/facilities/ehs/contacts.php) is responsible for reviewing 
incident reports and providing support to TOPS during post-incident investigations and service 
recovery efforts. TOPS will report incidents directly to the university’s risk management 
department who will record and house the reports for safekeeping. Risk management may also 
provide support related to insurance claim filings and/or liability questions in conjunction with 
the university’s general counsel. 

See Appendix B for TOPS Accident/Incident Report Form 

Safety Plan for Emergency Evacuation  

As a safety precaution, an emergency evacuation drill is conducted on the first day of every 
session as follows:  

• Staff will escort the campers out of the building in an orderly fashion, and proceed to a 
safe area (i.e., at least 75 feet from the facility).  

• All camp staff must remain with their group and take attendance.  
• If all campers and staff are accounted for, the Camp Director will maintain order and   

resume camp activities. 

See Appendix C for emergency evacuation plan. 

Swim Safety Standards 

Lifeguards will monitor the activity at the pool, camp staff is expected to provide additional 
assistance to ensure that campers follow pool safety guidelines. This expectation is because 
swimming is one of the most dangerous activities that occur during camp hours. In addition, 
when leaving to the pool the Director will take attendance. At the end of swim, roll call is taken 
as campers are ready to leave the pool area.  

• One certified lifeguard will be on duty for every 25 campers 
• One staff will be on duty as a designated watcher at the side of the pool for every 25 

campers 

Accident / Medical Insurance  
It shall be the camp’s responsibility to ensure compliance of this requirement, if needed. 

http://www.fau.edu/facilities/ehs/contacts.php
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Sexual Discrimination, Sexual Harassment, and Sexual Violence 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (“Title IX”), a federal law that prohibits sex 
discrimination in education, provides as follows:  
“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be 
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or 
activity receiving Federal financial assistance….”  

The following staff members have primary responsibility for overseeing Title IX compliance. 

See Appendix D for more information. 

Child Abuse Mandates  
At all times, staff must be alert for potential signs of child abuse or neglect, whether sexual or 
physical. We take child abuse seriously.  

• A criminal background check is made of all staff for offenses related to child abuse 
• All camp staff are trained on the child abuse reporting requirements before camp start 

date – all staff must complete the Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Training at 
http://www3.fl-dcf.com/rcaan/ and forward completion certificated to the Director; 
certificates are valid for 5 years 

Understanding Abuse 

Child abuse may take several forms: 

• Sexual Abuse 

• Physical Abuse 

• Neglect 

• Emotional Abuse 

Note: Any of these types of abuse can have many emotional and psychological effects on a 
child. 

Child or Youth Any unmarried person under the age of 18 
years who has not been emancipated by 
order of the court. F.S. 39.01(12) 

Abuse Any willful act or threatened act that results 
in any physical, mental, or sexual abuse, 
injury, or harm that causes or is likely to 
cause the child’s physical, mental, or 
emotional health to be significantly impaired. 

http://www3.fl-dcf.com/rcaan/
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Abuse of a child includes acts or omissions. 
Corporal discipline of a child by a parent or 
legal custodian for disciplinary purposes does 
not in itself constitute abuse when it does 
not result in harm to the child. F.S. 39. 

Neglect Occurs when a child is deprived of, or is 
allowed to be deprived of, necessary food, 
clothing, shelter, or medical treatment or a 
child is permitted to live in an environment 
when such deprivation or environment 
causes the child’s physical, mental, or 
emotional health to be significantly impaired 
or to be in danger of being significantly 
impaired. F.S. 39.01(44) 

Harm “Harm” to a child’s health or welfare can 
occur when any person: (a)Inflicts or allows 
to be inflicted upon the child physical, 
mental, or emotional injury. In determining 
whether harm has occurred, the following 
factors must be considered in evaluating any 
physical, mental, or emotional injury to a 
child: the age of the child; any prior history of 
injuries to the child; the location of the injury 
on the body of the child; the multiplicity of 
the injury; and the type of trauma inflicted 
F.S. 39.01(32) 

 

Policy and Law 

• FAU policy on Mandatory Reports of Child Abuse 

• House Bill 1355 (Penn State Bill) 

• Summary of Legislation 

There are four (4) ways to make a report if potential signs of child abuse or neglect, whether 
sexual or physical, are observed: 

1. Online (to file an abuse report online, simply visit the Department of Children and 
Families’ website), Reporting Website - https://reportabuse.dcf.state.fl.us/ 

http://www.fau.edu/policies/files/7.6%20Reporting%20Child%20Abuse.pdf
http://www.flsenate.gov/Committees/BillSummaries/2012/html/201
https://reportabuse.dcf.state.fl.us/
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2. Telephone – call 1-800-96ABUSE (1-800-962-2873) 
3. Fax report to 1-800-914-0004 (the fax report form can be found on the Department of 

Children and Families’ website) 
4. Florida Relay 7-1-1 or TTY (Teletypewriter/Telephone Device for the Deaf) – call 1-800-

453-5145 

You will need the following information when reporting to the hotline: 

• Child’s information (victim) 
• Parent/guardian/caregiver information 
• Names of other children in the home and their location(s) 
• Alleged abuser information (alleged perpetrator) 
• Address and phone information 
• Who, what, when, where, why, and how information about the abuse or neglect 
• Where the child will be in the next 24 hours and where the child is now 
• Your information, including address and phone number 
• Names of other people who may also know about the situation 

DO and DON’Ts 

DO 

• Encourage the parent to contact a community organization or service for help. 
• Be observant and aware of characteristic signs of child abuse. 
• Realize that parents may be in need of help and most often can be assisted through 

services or community resources. 
• Take action when you suspect or observe abuse and/or neglect, or the signs of possible 

abuse or neglect. 
• Become involved and report any ‘suspected’ incident of child abuse to the authorities; 

the law states that if you do so in ‘good faith,’ you cannot be prosecuted. 

DO NOT 

• Do not think it is your responsibility to investigate or prove a case of abuse or neglect. 
• Do not remain ignorant about the situation. 
• Do not lose your temper with a parent/guardian; it only serves to put him/her on the 

defensive. 
• Do not wait to suggest that help is needed. 
• Do not make excuses for child abuse or ignore the warning characteristics. 
• Do not assume that parents are ‘bad’ and cannot be changed. 
• Do not be influenced by gossip or secondhand information; it may serve only to involve 

innocent parties. 
• Do not be afraid to become involved – you may be the one to save a child’s life. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A – Waivers 
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Appendix B - FAU Accident/Incident Report Form 
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Appendix C – Emergency Evacuation Plan 
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Appendix D – Sexual Discrimination, Sexual Harassment, and Sexual Violence 
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